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MOBILITY  EXPERIENCE
STORY 

BULGARIA 
H i g h  S c h o o l

M Y  E R A S M U S +

It was an amazing experience to be at
the MUS and interact with other Erasmus
+ coordinators from different countries
and universities. This particular mobility to
Sofia at the Medical University of Sofia
(MUS) has helped me immensely to learn
the technical inputs and organizational
structures in depth for organizing Blended
Intensive Programs of the Erasmus+.

MY ERASMUS+  MOBILITY
STORY AT THE MEDICAL
UNIVERSITY OF SOFIA

Sofia is a beautiful city with lots of
heritage and history to know, I was
surprised to know how many battles
were fought in Bulgaria and how
different cultures and religions started
to live together there. It is very
impressive to see the ancient Roman
civilization from the 4th to 5th century
that was discovered during the
digging process for the metro rail is
well preserved in the center of the city. 

On the first day we were welcomed by
the MUS host & Erasmus coordinator 
 Prof. Antoniya Yanak, she introduced
us to her colleagues and gave a short
excursion of the MUS. We were
welcomed well and offered some
materials like writing pads & pen by
MUS representative Prof Antoniya.

Finally, the agenda for the program
was handed out nd the training began.



MOBILITY  EXPERIENCE
STORY 

BULGARIA 
H i g h  S c h o o l

M Y  E R A S M U S +

Ernest Novak from University of social
sciences Lublin Poland talked about their
scheduled BIP in the month of Sep 2022.
He discussed what limitations he is facing
in organizing this program and seeked
helped & guidance from the members
who have already concluded or
organized BIP programs. Erasmus+
coordinators from other universities
shared their experiences as well

MY ERASMUS+  MOBILITY
STORY AT THE MEDICAL
UNIVERSITY OF SOFIA

Prof Antoniya, talked about ICC's BIP
feedback she received from her staff
that participated in the BIP program
hosted by ICC in June 2022. She was so
impressed that she looks forward to
send her students for practical or
study exchange to ICC in Riga. We
talked about possible aspects and
how & when can we accommodate
international students. 

I got to learn how the BIP program is
designed technically and how the ECTs
are awarded and what sort of various
activities can be included for
organizing the next BIP program. The
mobility program helped us discuss
and know how to calculate funding for
underprivileged students and how to
motivate participants for green travel.

Erasmus coordinators agreed to write
to ERACON to make a note for
increasing the travel fare for students.



MOBILITY  EXPERIENCE
STORY 

BULGARIA 
H i g h  S c h o o l

M Y  E R A S M U S +

MY ERASMUS+  MOBILITY
STORY AT THE MEDICAL
UNIVERSITY OF SOFIA

I took a free guided walking tour of the city that helped
me learn the heritage and culture of the city. It was
incredible to try local authentic Bulgarian cuisine and feel
the taste of local food. The networking dinner organized
by the host helped us learn more about the Bulgarian
style dining. 

In short I would like to say my mobility to Sofia (Bulgaria)
was very productive, as an international relations
coordinator I was able to learn many aspects of short
term mobility programs from different Erasmus+
coordinators from different universities and how to
motivate students and staff to participate in it. The
mobility also gave me a chance to see & experience a
new country and meet new people.

Erasmus+ mobility program at the Medical University of
Sofia turned out to be very beneficial for me.



We would be happy if you could tell us:

Why you chose to participate in Erasmus + staff development 

mobility?

Erasmus + staff development mobility is a wonderful program that provides a platform for

the staff or student to experience how different educational organizations across Europe

are working on various Erasmus+ programs and what expertise they offer and can be

useful for incorporating my own institution. I choose this specific program as it was

designed for Erasmus+ coordinators and Blended Intensive Program organizers who are

going to organize the BIP program or have already hosted one. This gathering of all the

Erasmus+ coordinators from different educational institutions and countries prompted me

to take this specific mobility program.

What kind of activities did you carry out during your mobility period?

I participated in the meeting where various issues and solutions were discussed some of

them are mentioned below:-

How to encourage students to do innovative and interesting work online

How to analyze the student or participants' skills after a BIP program

How different faculties of the university can collaborate to organize BIP

How to make project reports and apply for BIP projects

How to motivate students for short-term mobilities of Erasmus+

How, to motivate students for Erasmus+ short-term practice training

How to market or publish the BIP program 

How to Draft institutional agreements for BIP programs

How to assess the English language skills of the participant 

How to identify underprivileged students and their funding options
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What was the experience of co-operation with the sending and host 

university/institution both before, during, and after the mobility?

The co-operation I received right from the start until the end of my mobility 

from both the organizations were exceptional. My mentor guided me to this

mobility program and encouraged me to participate in it as it fits my profile and I

am thankful to her. My colleagues took care of my responsibilities at work whilst I

was away. The host organization in Bulgaria provided all the necessary

information on traveling, staying, or even finding the address to the assigned

mobility program place. The hosts were kind enough to take us all out on a

networking dinner where we got to know each other better and make friends.

What are your professional and personal benefits from Erasmus + staff 

development mobility?

The Erasmus + staff development mobility was truly beneficial to me as I am

responsible in my college to design and organize BIP programs of Erasmus+ this

mobility has helped me immensely to learn more about the technical aspects

and how to award various ECTs as per hours. It helped me to find new innovative

ways how to motivate staff and students for Erasmus+ programs and mobilities

and how to prepare reports for such programs. Personally, I learned more about

Bulgarian cultures and traditions, it gave me an insight into how different cultures

and traditions co-exist in the European continent.

What are the benefits of your higher education institution's staff participation

in the Erasmus+ mobility?

My personal opinion is that the staff's participation in Erasmus + mobility

provides them a chance to travel and also at the same time gives them the

ability to interact with new people who bring with them imaginative, innovative,

and interactive ideas. It also gives a participant a wider approach to problems

and helps in how to practice logical thinking. Erasmus+ mobility programs help

an individual develop professionally as well as personally in various ways. 



What were the main challenges in preparing for and carrying out the 

mobility?

Preparing for mobility can be challenging, especially at times when there is less

staff at work, during holidays or even planning your own personal vacation. I

was able to take off time from work for this particular mobility but struggled to

find the right flight options for my travels, as it is summertime and usually most

of the people are traveling for vacation or holidays it was very difficult to find

affordable and good connection flights. Another challenge is I have to complete

all my work as I cannot leave any work pending, secondly as my work demands

that I have to be communicative with the students and other international

partners, I have to keep myself connected to the internet and reply to urgent

matters whilst I am on the go. Therefore, it is challenging at times to find good

internet sometimes. 

What practical advice would you like to give to those colleagues who are

considering participating in Erasmus + staff development mobility?

My advice to my colleagues is that do not think just go the only journey that you

never finish is the one you never begin. Erasmus+ staff mobility is an excellent

opportunity to develop personally and professionally. 

Other aspects that you consider relevant to your Erasmus + staff development

mobility period?

I feel the Erasmus + staff mobility covers all the aspects necessary for the 

mobility program and is well designed


